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Abstract
This paper highlights key opportunities for technology design for informal caregivers who provide long-term in-home care. For this purpose, a study with informal caregivers was conducted, including interviews (N=4) and online questionnaires (N=34) based on holistic analysis of supportive technologies. These investigations provide a deeper understanding of the key opportunities in the design of technologies to support the caregiver, namely (1) making caregivers better informed and more aware of existing solutions (2) increasing awareness of the caregivers’ own wellness; (3) cherishing the valuable, positive moments of caregiving (e.g. by capturing precious moments) and (4) encouraging meaningful social interactions among caregivers for strengthening social ties.
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Introduction

Long-term care for older adults and people with (chronic) illness or disabilities is increasingly being provided in-home, instead of in institutions [10,12]. As a result, there is a large and growing number of informal caregivers [12]; people (e.g. family members, friends or neighbors, and often women [12,31]) providing the needed long-term (in-home) care as non-professionals for their loved one. The extent of required assistance from an informal caregiver depends on the care recipients' needs and the amount of available informal- and professional help (e.g. nurses). Their workload can vary from help with some household chores, to daily total and complex care (such as bathing, administering medications or dressing wounds), when a care recipient is fully dependent on his or her caregivers. As informal caregivers have become imperative to (home) care provision, the impact of caregiving on informal caregivers’ health and caregiver burden have come to be well-studied topics. Over time, caregiving can take a toll on informal caregivers emotionally [1,17,25], physically [1,25] and socially [1,3].

Solutions for caregiving

We have identified various non-digital support efforts to help and unburden informal caregivers, such as informal care organizations (that provide information and training), respite care (temporary relieve of care responsibilities by transferring it to others), social support (e.g. support group meetings) and services to help decrease the task load (e.g. household help or meal delivery services). In technology-related fields such as Human Computer Interaction (HCI) and information and communication technologies (ICT) there has also been a growing interest in solutions for the context of in-home care (e.g. (sensor) monitoring solutions [15,18,28–30], self-management of health for patients [2,19,21], assistive technologies for the home [8,9,13] and coordination of care amongst caregivers [4,5,22]). However, in general, the vast majority of such research still largely focuses on technological solutions that are patient-centric, while aiming to help provide more efficient or effective care, and do not particularly prioritize the caregivers’ needs and their wellbeing. Some researchers [6] argue that systems and tools for in-home care and caregiving –particularly the ones focusing on providing efficient patient care– can even add to the burden that a caregiver experiences. Also, such research (and its solutions) is often aimed towards caregivers of a specific patient group (e.g. ageing [6,22], Alzheimer’s disease [20,24,27] or depression [32]) and not so much on caregivers as a group in general. Moreover, most studies have focused on the negative aspects of caregiving, such as less life satisfaction and depression [1]. Nonetheless, there are also positive (emotional) sides to providing informal care such as companionship, fulfillment, love and personal development [7,25,26] that deserve more highlighting. Therefore, although ICT are increasingly being explored as a possible solution for health care related issues such as in-home care, these predominantly focus on illness rather than wellness [14]. The challenge in the context of HCI and informal care is to design technologies that are truly desired and helpful for its users [22]. Consequently, this work particularly aims to increase understanding of the needs of informal caregivers in general and assesses their attitudes towards current and potential technological solutions. The contribution of this work is the identification of opportunities for the design of
Scenarios
An overview of the scenario solutions that were proposed to caregivers (N=38), ranked by mean score of appreciation on a five-point scale (1=poor, 5=excellent).

1. Information tool
   (Mean=3.9 / SD=1.3 / used by 61%). An online tool to search and collect quality information about the health concerns of the care recipient.

2. Caregiver relaxation
   (Mean=3.7 / SD=1.4 / used by 42%). An application to encourage caregivers to have an occasional break during care provision for relaxation and amusement.

3. Online support group
   (Mean=3.6 / SD=1.4 / used by 63%). An online support group to share stories, knowledge and advice among caregivers.

4. Caregiver home
   (Mean=3.6 / SD=1.4 / used by 42%). An online tool to collect and store health information about the care recipients.

5. Formal support
   (Mean=3.6 / SD=1.4 / used by 21%). A formal intervention to provide professional support to caregivers.

6. Online tool
   (Mean=3.7 / SD=1.4 / used by 30%). An online tool to search and collect quality information about the health concerns of the care recipients.

7. Informal support
   (Mean=3.6 / SD=1.3 / used by 68%). An informal intervention to provide support to caregivers.

Study approach
Several activities were carried out to gain a deeper understanding of caregivers and to identify opportunities for technological solutions to help support their needs, namely:

1) First, an analysis of current (technological) solutions for in-home care was conducted, by searching for papers on home care technologies in the ACM database (using keywords such as home care, (informal) caregiver, family carer and assistive technologies) and investigating commercially available systems and solutions (e.g. by visiting industrial fairs). Affinity diagramming [16] was used to cluster these different types of technologies. Based on this analysis, a set of 17 scenarios for technological solutions to support caregivers was drafted, as shown in the sidebar on page 3-6. These scenarios represent different perspectives and themes of caregiver supporting technologies and were presented in questionnaire form to all of the participants (N=38: 4 during interviews and 34 through an online questionnaire). For each solution scenario that was shown, every participant valued the solution on an incremental 5-point appreciation scale (1=poor, 5=excellent) and indicated whether or not they currently used a similar solution. Obviously, the proposed solution and how it is valued depends on how it is exactly designed and interacted with. However, this method was chosen to first carefully establish users’ general attitudes towards a large group of existing and potential technologies at early stage.

2) Semi-structured interviews were conducted with informal caregivers (N=4). Each session took about 1.5 hours and was audio-recorded and transcribed for analysis afterwards. During the interviews, the researchers focused on identifying problems that the informal caregivers faced in the context of their care situation, on positive coping strategies that they applied, and on discussing their current technology usage and desires. To measure the informal caregivers’ perceived burden, the 13-item Caregiver Strain Index (CSI) [23] was used during each interview. The care situations and health concerns of the care recipients of the study population were diverse, yet all caregivers provided care to someone in-home in or close to Amsterdam.

3) To compliment the interview study and increase understanding of caregiver needs from a broader group of participants, an online questionnaire was distributed through Dutch and English Facebook support groups to informal caregivers of patients with various illnesses and health concerns. This questionnaire comprised the same questions as the interview study and therefore the results of the two studies were analyzed together.

On top of this, more informal research methods were used, namely volunteering as a respite worker for several hours a week for 9 months throughout the study. This was primarily done to better engage and connect with the target audience and support groups.

Study findings
Interviews & questionnaire study
The interview (N=4) and questionnaire study (N=34) led to 38 participants in total (age range: 17–82) from which 35 were female and 3 were male (N=38: 14
4. Caregiving book (respite care preparation) (Mean=3.5 / SD=1.3 / used by 18%). A book in which the caregiver can record how they address the care and concern for their care recipient, to serve as a detailed guide for replacement care.

Dutch caregivers, 13 American, 4 Belgian, 3 Australian, 3 British and 1 Canadian. As most participants were recruited through Facebook caregiver support groups, the female participant predominance could suggest that women feel more need to use such a social forum. However, there are also typically more female than male caregivers [12,31]. Caregivers in the study population took care of their parent (n=18) or spouse (n=13) in most cases. Thirty-four caregivers were assessed with the Caregiver Strain Index, which indicated 26 of them to be overburdened. The majority provided care for over 16 hours a week (n=21) and for longer than 3 years (n=20), and most caregivers (n=21) received (occasional) help from others.

Overall, the caregivers positively believed that a technological solution could support them (M=3.4, on a five-point scale, on which 1=poor and 5=excellent), however, they had more confidence in a financial solution (M=4.4). Further, the interview and questionnaire study revealed that it is challenging for caregivers to prepare themselves for the future, as there are many uncertainties and the situation and needs of their care recipient can change over time. This consequently impacts the caregivers’ own needs. As one participant stated: “The information I was given initially gave no indication as to what lay ahead.” The majority (n=19) thus learned how to help and what was needed through a process of trial and error. Almost all caregivers were worried about the future of their loved ones and whether s/he was suffering. Some caregivers stated they were especially worried when they were not with their loved one, but somewhere else. Caregivers were more focused on their care recipients and their own health was often not a priority to them: “It was easy to neglect myself and just care for dad.” Some caregivers explained it was challenging to recognize when they needed to take a break. Most participants (n=24) indicated that their social life had regressed since becoming a caregiver. Consistent with other studies [7,25,26], caregivers also reported many positive sides of caregiving. Moments of happiness that the caregivers described were predominantly interpersonal (family) occasions, such as sharing moments of affection and surprising experiences. Also, participants pointed out that they had learned new skills through caregiving (e.g. motivating people, compassion, patience and practical skills such as cooking and personal care). Caregivers stated that they needed better information resources (e.g. on the illness of their care recipient), workshops or training about caregiving-related topics and more help from family members or other caregivers. They indicated to have trouble asking for help and were often not aware of support resources available to them. The majority of caregivers (n=31) stated to frequently use online resources to look up care related information, e.g. reports and advice concerning the health issues of their care recipient. Many (n=24) used online peer support groups. Some caregivers were aware of online tools such as websites for care task management, but only few (n=6) pointed out to use such a service.

5. Goodie kit for caregivers (Mean=3.4 / SD=1.3 / used by 16%). A special kit for caregivers with tools and tips about caring for someone and balancing care provision, work and life.

6. Caregiver telephone line (Mean=3.4 / SD=1.3 / used by 24%). A telephone line that caregivers can call for information, advice or support.

7. Measuring the caregivers’ health (Mean=3.4 / SD=1.4 / used by 11%). A tool to measure and read daily stress levels to learn whether or not a caregiver is taking enough rest and time for oneself.

Solution scenarios
All proposed solution scenarios (see sidebar page 3-6) were generally reviewed as positive. There was no significant preference in choosing for patient or caregiver-centric solutions (t(16)=1.05, p=0.31), nor in choosing for existing or non-existing solutions (t(15)=0.74, p=0.47). There was, however, a significant positive relationship between the solutions that the participants already used and the valued mean
score ($r=0.67$, $p=0.003$). For example, the most used existing solutions were network groups ($n=24$) and online information tool ($n=23$), while overall the most popular ranked solutions were an information tool ($M=3.9$) followed by caregiver relaxation ($M=3.7$) and online caregiver network groups ($M=3.6$). These findings suggest caregivers’ need for (better) information, relaxation and (social) support. The highest ranked new solutions were caregiver relaxation ($M=3.7$), measuring caregiver’s health ($M=3.4$) and a goodie kit for caregivers ($M=3.4$). These findings suggest caregivers’ need for (better) information, relaxation and (social) support. The highest ranked new solutions were caregiver relaxation ($M=3.7$), measuring caregiver’s health ($M=3.4$) and a goodie kit for caregivers ($M=3.4$).

**Design opportunities**

Based on the study findings, the following design opportunities were identified:

- **Increase awareness of current solutions and make them accessible, flexible and manageable:** Caregivers indicated a need to be made better aware and informed on caregiving related topics and tools, as current available solutions were often unknown to them. One clear opportunity is thus to work toward solutions that make caregivers more aware of potential helpful sources when appropriate, to suit the varying and changeable care situations. Factors such as flexibility and adaptability were found important requirements for solutions in caregiving context. Furthermore, solutions should not add to the burden of the caregiver and consequently be manageable, easy to access and integral [6].

- **Goodie kit for caregivers** (as described in the scenarios) could comprise a collection of tools that positively fuel and support caregivers, focusing on different aspects or phases of caring.

- **Focus on caregivers’ wellness:** The study suggested that caregivers tend to prioritize the health of the person they care for. However, out of the new solution scenarios, the participants ranked solutions such as caregiver relaxation and measuring caregiver’s health high. Solutions that thus encourage caregivers to take time for themselves, relax and make them more aware of their own health have interesting potential in helping to prevent caregiver burden.

- **Positive solutions:** Caregivers that shared positive stories about caregiving during the interviews stated that these experiences strongly contributed to the sense of gratification they felt. Solutions that encourage capturing, highlighting or sharing these positive moments could thus help to emphasize the positive outlook of caregivers and so relieve a felt burden.

- **Strengthen social ties:** As most caregivers indicated that their social life had been deteriorating, solutions that focus on meaningful and pleasant social interactions could address this issue. This finding is consistent with other studies (e.g. [27]).

- **Provide reassurance:** Many caregivers indicated to worry about their loved-one, especially when they were not around. Solutions that provide reassurance and confirmation that the care recipient is doing well could target this need and decrease the worry of caregivers.

**8. Sensor monitoring**
(Mean=3.3 / SD=1.6 / used by 16%). Monitoring the care recipient by deploying smart sensors in the home.

**9. Fall alarm** (Mean=3.3 / SD=1.5 / used by 24%). A necklace with a button that can trigger an alarm.

**10. Outsourcing care tasks**
(Mean=3.2 / SD=1.6 / used by 8%). A website to help outsource small care tasks or chores to volunteers, friends and neighbors in the local community.

**11. Care management**
(Mean=3.1 / SD=1.5 / used by 16%). An online platform to plan and manage care tasks and communicate with other caregivers.

**12. House automation**
(Mean=3.1 / SD=1.5 / used by 11%). Automating electronics, heating and lighting in the home of the care recipient.
Discussion and future work

This paper presented a study for identifying potential technological opportunities for supporting informal caregivers. In doing this, the whole (individual, societal and changing) context of the caregiver should be considered. Although technology should not be seen as the sole solution for unburdening caregivers, the study showed that there are certainly opportunities and lessons learned in terms of designing supportive technologies for this particular target group, namely:

• **Focus on the informal caregiver:** Not only the care recipient is in need of supportive care and solutions; we argued that as informal caregivers have become imperative for home care provision, in the design for any technology in the context of in-home care the (emotional) needs of caregivers must be considered.

• **Deploy research approaches that are integral and relieve caregivers instead of increasing the burden:** For our interview study, it was challenging to recruit participants. Indeed, participating in a study typically takes time and resources. This is a particular point of concern in the case of caregivers, as this group is typically already overloaded. Consequently, not only the designed solution, but also the research method should evidently not overload the participant. Also, caregiving is a personal and delicately private affair. Caregivers in the Netherlands are usually not formally known or registered. Thus, the participants believed that technologies should not be seen as the sole solution. Nevertheless, the participants also believed that technologies can support the caregiver. The paper outlined several design opportunities to do so.

The aim of this study was to investigate whether and how technological solutions can truly contribute to unburdening informal caregivers. For this purpose, the needs of caregivers and current and potential ICT solutions were investigated to identify which aspects of these systems are desired. It is now key that such potential new solutions are studied in interactive usage and designed in close collaboration with caregivers so to best match with the surrounding context of its users. This is important because the success of work in this area depends on adequately identifying and responding to caregivers’ needs, as well as understanding and incorporating appropriate strategies for technology design and development that is truly supportive.
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